
AG Tan- Hello everyone. Thank you very much for joining us today for the latest edition of the 

Ask QueBIT about analytics podcast presented by QueBIT. My name is AG Tan. I'm sitting here 

today with my colleague Jim Miller, the master consultant at QueBIT and all-around expert in 

analytics, and distinguished author of many books on technology including several on Watson. 

That's the IBM Watson brand, and the most recent one of those is called, “Machine Learning 

with Watson Studio”, which is available on Amazon.com. Welcome, Jim. 

 

Jim Miller- Hey AG glad to be here. 

 

AG Tan- So Jim, I'd like to start by understanding what IBM Watson really means. We've all 

seen the commercials on TV with IBM Watson doing very cool science fiction e things 

but in reality, I believe IBM Watson is more of a brand umbrella over a collection of different 

tools that IBM has and that can be used to solve different kinds of problems. So perhaps you can 

help us understand the landscape about what IBM Watson is and what some of those tools are.  

 

Jim Miller- Sure. So I started with Watson analytics, which is a portion of the Watson IBM 

Cloud Watson platform. Watson Studio has evolved from just Watson analytics and provides an 

integrated environment where you can get familiar with and can be productive with new tools 

and technologies not just at the IBM toolset like SPSS, but also best in breed open source, 

platforms and tools and it brings that all together before a developer or an analyst who wants to 

get up and running quickly and not have to worry about investing in managing and infrastructure 

environment first. 

 

AG Tan- Okay, so thank you. So that's a really good introduction. Is it not also the case that 

Watson also encompasses some cloud services and API’s that programmers can use invest 

solutions or is that also something you would access through on some studios? 

 

Jim Miller- Yes, so Watson Studio does have offer both code and no code solutions so you can 

sort of drag and drop and set parameters and things to utilize those technologies with your data 

or you can evolve into actually writing your own API’s using API’s to write your own code and 

develop your own solutions. 

 

AG Tan- Okay, all right, so it sounds like Watson suit studio is the center of this universe and 

you had mentioned that both developers and analysts could leverage Watson studio. So is that 

what you meant by code and no code? So even a non developer would be able to get something 

out of using Watson Studio. 

 

Jim Miller- Absolutely, so Watson studio and the Watson in the IBM Cloud platform aims to 

pull together lots of different collaborators across the enterprise. So there could be working in 

different disciplines different technologies be familiar with different tool sets, but it brings that 

all together and allows you to build solutions based on those subject matter experts knowledge. 

 

AG Tan- Right, it sounds like you're quite a fan. 

 

Jim Miller- I am a fan and in working on solutions to serve the office of finance. I'm always 

looking for ask what questions are we not asking? What value is in the data that we're not 



seeing? And Watson Studio provides an opportunity for someone who doesn't have to be a 

skilled statistician or data scientist, but is somewhat familiar with or intimate with the data; and 

wants to experiment and explore with the latest technology is to see what kind of insights in 

value that you can get from the data now.  

 

AG Tan- That sounds really great. So Jim drilling down a little bit more on Watson Studio 

and you maybe help us understand it from the angle of some real-life business use cases or for 

you to feel, who would use it? Why would they use it? 

 

Jim Miller- Sure there really isn't any limits to the types of data or businesses that could benefit 

from Watson Studio. However, one real life sort of close to home example would be product 

forecasting integration. So we're looking to do a better job at doing forecasting specific product 

sales beyond just seasonal cycles those types of things and Watson Studio allows you to take 

existing sales results along with generated forecasts and then feed them into a forecasting 

algorithm and then compare the results to actual sales versus generated forecasts versus of 

Watson Studio generated forecasts. 

 

AG Tan- So this implies that you would also have access to actual sales data in order to be able 

to combine. So can Watson Studio connect to two different data sources as well as generate its 

own forecast. 

 

Jim Miller- Yeah, absolutely. And so they've done a nice job with Watson Studio. There's 

numerous what they call data connectors. So you have the ability to do sort of a manual pull and 

push of data files into your projects, but you can also set up what is called a machine learning 

pipeline and either via drag-and-drop or is writing some additional code and in the language or 

scripting language of your choice, you can directly connect to a data source pool new data in 

transform it and train against the model and then get results back and compare the results on a 

continuous basis. 

 

AG Tan- So when you're talking about product forecasting, I mean that's also known sometimes 

as demand forecasting right where you're looking at your historical sales, for example of units of 

whatever product that you create and you're using a model this would be I presume some kind of 

predictive model or something like that. 

 

Jim Miller- Yes, Watson Studio offers you the ability to if you're not as I mentioned before a 

experienced data scientist, it will propose which predictive models or algorithms. You might 

want to explore and runs your data into the model and compare the results sort of score the 

performance and so you gives you the opportunity to learn what the different algorithms can do 

what the success factor is might be and then come away with lots of additional questions, but 

also some results. 

 

AG Tan- Okay, can you give other examples of predictive models so, you know demand 

forecasting is something that's near and dear to our hearts here in QueBIT, because we do a lot of 

that kind of work, but you have examples of something that's a little bit more, you know exotic 

perhaps.  

 



Jim Miller- Yeah, one of the newest is kind of exciting a social media sediment. So you can 

actually take social media results from any of the social media platforms Twitter and so forth and 

download that information and pull it into Watson Studio product and then it will determine the 

sediment based of a particular company or particular product or particular topic. So it actually 

sort of steps you through and guides you through sort of a guided predictive solution creation to 

the setup of a process to have ongoing sediment review. 

 

AG Tan- Wow, so you're saying that not only does Watson Studio let you play with the data and 

play with models and try out different models. It also lets you set up a production process so you 

can do this in a repeatable basis. 

 

Jim Miller- Absolutely so you can create a data flow or a pipeline either again through drag-

and-drop or doing a little bit of programming as you become more confident experience and you 

can do things they have it what they called data refinery feature, where you can kind of pull in 

your data get more comfortable and intimate and familiar with what the data has, what each 

column of data exists, with the different values are, and then if you need to transform your data 

and in any way, you can either do it through drag-and-drop or through some coding and then 

those commands are dynamically saved into the flow and then as new data comes in you can 

reprocess the data apply that same logic over and over again. 

 

AG Tan- Okay, that's great. Oh, Jim, obviously people can go out and buy your book, but maybe 

you can share some kind of free tips for how somebody could get started if they're interested in 

exploring Watson. 

 

Jim Miller- Sure absolutely, I'm excited about Watson Studio and one of the reasons is that you 

don't really need to go out and buy software or do anything specific. Watson Studio is offered as 

a script subscription service. There's a free trial as long as you have an IBM ID, which will get 

you into the cloud and into Watson Studio give you some basic fundamental functionality that 

you could explore and read up on and basically test drive the product the platform and as your 

experience and interest grows, you can then up to subscription to sort of a pay-as-you-go kind of 

thing. So you don't have to worry that you're putting out a big investment until you fully 

understand that so the more you do and the more things you want to do then you can pay as you 

go definitely that's the first step. The second step would be to get familiar with the Watson 

Studio community which is growing every day almost every day that I login I see more examples 

and literally working examples and solutions that you can open up and run and experiment with 

and then finally, you know consult with someone who has already been ramped up like myself or 

someone else at QueBIT that can answer some questions or give you some best practice tips. 

 

AG Tan- Great now isn't there also a free version of Watson Studio out there. 

 

Jim Miller- Yeah so that's what I was referring to. It's called Watson Light I believe and again as 

long as you have a valid IBM ID, which doesn't cost anything to set up create my profile. You 

can get the Watson Light subscription and like I said, it gives you the basic starting point. So you 

start from a familiarizing yourself with all that Watson can do. 

 



AG Tan- That's absolutely great. Well I think we're kind of running out of time here, but I really 

appreciate you spending this time with us and sharing some tips and tricks and what what's the 

studio is and how to get going with it, and I'd let everybody know that if they have further 

questions. You can contact us at quebit.com. Thank you, Jim, 

 

Jim Miller- Awesome thank you 

 


